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EDITORIALS

Through the trees and beyond the grounds of the rainforests we see the largest of all the cat species,
the king of the jungle. With their orange and black striped coats and their incredibly sharp teeth

and tongues with razor sharp spines, Tigers roam our earth, but will that be for much longer?
Tigers can be found in Siberian taiga’s, swamps, grasslands and most importantly rainforests all

around the world. In 1986, due to their small numbers, combined with large human pressures, the
IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) declared tigers as endangered, and it is

predicted that they will become extinct in the next 20 years, only if we don’t take action now. Now
is the time to step up and do our part in saving tigers and making sure all of them are well

protected and safe from harm. WWF (World Wildlife Fund) stands for conserving these beautiful
tigers and have set up different foundations for us to help out in the small ways we can. 

Why we should save tigers and koalas through WWF (World
Wildlife fund)

In saving tigers, you are also saving the beautiful
landscapes in which tigers continue to roam in, such as

Asia’s last great rainforests, jungles and wild lands.
Around 3,890 tigers live in these forests today and

call them home so why should they loose that? These
forests and lands are home to thousands of other

species and items as well such as people, food, fresh
water, community necessities and the life within. So
by helping and being a part of the saving the tigers

movement you wouldn’t just be saving tigers but all of
the life within, that includes us. If the tiger continues

to become more endangered and then even extinct,
imagine all of the species and life we would lose as
well as the tigers, we would lose forests, food, water

and the entire system would collapse. As studies from
WWF (World WIldlife Fund) show that once a species
with importance in nature and wildlife goes extinct,

everything included will begin to collapse and
continue to deteriorate. Therefore, this isn’t about
saving one majestic animal, but rather it is about
saving the world. Once they're gone, so are we. 

NEXT PAGE
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Tigers are endangered because of us and what we are doing. We are the problem.
Tigers are suffering threats from deforestation and habitat loss, land conversion,
illegal wildlife trading and poaching/hunting. All of these threats are related to
the actions and doings of us humans and how we are  treating nature that is full

of life in which we need to survive. Studies show that 95% of tigers have lost
their historical range due to human actions and doings. Would you want to live
knowing that animals are going extinct because you didn’t do anything to help?
Money can be donated to help those tigers in need and that is just a little bit of

what we can do to change who we are. Tigers can be adopted to give them a
healthy home, messages can be spread to teach others of what is happening and

how we can make positive change become more frequent. Websites such as WWF
can also be spread to allow people to see and learn ways to contribute that all

make a positive impact whether they are small or big.
 

Tigers are great animals that don’t deserve extinction, none of them do. So by
contributing to the saving of tigers act, not only are you saving tigers and many
other species, but you are also changing humans and ways we act. Rather than
sitting around letting tigers die from human actions and watching other species
deteriorate as well, you can help! WWF provides information and ways to help

these animals in need such as adoption, buying forest friendly products,
spreading positive messages around such as #doubletiger and teaching others of
ways that we can help and change what we are doing to these animals. So let’s

make a change together. 
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Our Australian Koala’s are recognisable as a symbol of
Australia, but will these fluffy and soft creatures last for
long? Unfortunately, koala’s are a big threat to extinction
by 2050. How? And Why? We must do something to save

these animals, by urging others around the globe to donate
money to protect these Australian animals, which I’m

persuading you to do right now and to the subscribers of
WWF (World Wildlife Fund) to urge others to donate

money! 
As the subscribers of WWF have heard, Koalas have been declared an endangered
species in parts of Australia. Australia's government cited the impacts of drought,
bush fires and deforestation. The koala population dropped a reported 30% from
2018 to 2021. Without urgent government intervention, Australian koalas would
become extinct by 2050, but why are all these koalas on the endangered animal's
list, and why are they going extinct you ask… Well, It’s because of tree clearing.

The destruction and fragmentation of habitat for agricultural and urban
development mean koalas must spend more time on the ground moving from tree to
tree, meaning they are much more vulnerable to being hit by cars and attacked by
dogs, while elevated levels of stress make them prone to sickness and disease like

chlamydia. This is a big reason why they are going extinct mostly in Australia since
tree clearing happens more often nowadays. Why else are koalas going extinct? 

 
Global Warming is a big issue in today’s world since 2021 was consistent with the
long-term human-caused global warming trend of about 0.2 °C (0.36 °F) per decade,

which can impact many animals like Koalas and even us humans. Our climate is
determined by patterns of temperature, humidity and rain over a long period of
time. There are different climates around the world, such as tropical, dry and

moderate. The climate of an area determines its seasons and when they come and
go. Koala’s and their habitat depend on intricate ecosystems, and even small

changes to the climate can disrupt the delicate balance of nature to their habitats.
Not only does global warming impact koala’s but it’ll impact us after these koala’s
are extinct. Global warming will have an impact on increasingly severe extreme
weather events like bushfires, storms, and floods will see increased damage to
homes, as well as more costly insurance premiums, and reduced rainfall and

increasingly severe droughts may lead to water shortages which koala’s will have to
face. Why should you care about this situation about koala’s? 
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As you can see I have made 2 specific reasons why koalas are going extinct by
2050, which will cause us, humans, huge impacts on our environment, so the only
option left is to help our environment. How can we help? With Global Warming

being a huge warning, we as humans can help limit, the way we travel the
electricity we use and the food we eat, we can make a huge difference and save
these koala’s and ourselves! The world’s roads are clogged with vehicles, most of
them burning diesel or petrol. Walking or riding a bike instead of driving will

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For longer distances, consider taking a train or
bus. As I mentioned earlier, tree clearing is another big cause of extinction for

koala’s, but we can reduce this by placing an immediate moratorium on logging in
all state forests identified by the NSW Government as koala hubs, and core koala
habitat, and end all logging in the public native forest by 2030 and invest in the

sustainable, plantation-based timber industry. 
 
 

In conclusion, global warming and tree clearing are the biggest reasons why the subscribers of WWF should urge others to donate their money to Koala’s and argue to others why they should donate. These animals are important to the Australian environment and the ecosystem because their scat deposits feed the
forest floor that helps the woodlands grow and regenerate leading to an increase in biodiversity. For us humans, the biggest threat to koalas is habitat loss in which much of the koala's habitat overlaps with Australia where significant clearing has and continues to occur, for urban, industrial and rural

development. If these Koala’s go extinct by 2050, it’ll impact our environment and us, and we’ll all be extinct and it’ll be our fault for not taking care of our beautiful environment if we don’t take action now! So, are the subscribers of WWF and you now persuaded enough to donate their money to these
endangered Koala’s

In conclusion, global warming and tree clearing
are the biggest reasons why the subscribers of

WWF should urge others to donate their money
to Koala’s and argue to others why they should

donate. These animals are important to the
Australian environment and the ecosystem

because their scat deposits feed the forest floor
that helps the woodlands grow and regenerate
leading to an increase in biodiversity. For us

humans, the biggest threat to koalas is habitat
loss in which much of the koala's habitat overlaps
with Australia where significant clearing has and

continues to occur, for urban, industrial and
rural development. If these Koala’s go extinct by
2050, it’ll impact our environment and us, and
we’ll all be extinct and it’ll be our fault for not
taking care of our beautiful environment if we

don’t take action now! So, are the subscribers of
WWF and you now persuaded enough to donate

their money to these endangered Koala’s?
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Save the animals...
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He looked sorrowfully at the smiling faces of the ignorant
crowd. They laugh, and laugh, as he stumbles in small

fractured circles. The incessant crack of whips and
giggles played like a broken record in the red and white

pitched tent. The shining lights cast shadows in his
dismal eyes. He watched the glow and brightness of the

booming crowd all viewing his unhappiness and
misfortune. The smells of over-salted popcorn and

processed food stung his nostrils, making his eyes water
pitifully. If he imagined hard enough, he would be back
in the savannah; the fresh, dry breeze therapeutic on his

skin as he stood at the watering hole. Until they came.
They pillaged the herd one by one leaving crimson pools

in their wake. The bloody footsteps trailing off in the
distance as they hefted the dripping ivory horn. He spun

sadly in circles again. He was one of the lucky ones.

VIGNETTES
We asked you guys to construct some vignettes and special shoutout

to Ruby for the best one we found! 

NEXT PAGE TO SEE OTHER VIGNETTES! 7



She leapt gracefully into the enduring sunset that captivated her eyes and
mine, just how I trained her to be. Her grey glossy skin shimmered down the
reflection of the sunset making me enthralled by her beauty. I trained her
sufficiently. I was swimming swiftly towards her with the biggest smile that

kept on growing with each stroke I took. I swam at a fast pace while watching
her do the same dazzling summersault. SPLASH! She dramatically fell into

the sparkly and diamond-like water. “WHISTLE!” “CLICK!” As those
sounds came out of her mouth, I kept gazing at her wet and crystal face. I

jumped onto her back with such acceleration ready to toss a red polished ball
at her, while she fluked on the surface of the ocean water as her next trick,

as I was going to instruct her. Instead, she dived deep under the blue sea
that was filled with hidden places, that she wanted us to discover that no

human or animal would. I showed my affection towards her by giving her a
wet and bold red kiss. I hugged her tightly, knowing that she was the only

loving and sweet aquatic mammal who I trained and worshipped in my
service. We dived even deeper until we couldn’t see the glistening light of
sunset. The pressure of water caused stabbing pain in our eyes. We hugged
each other tightly with the last piece of love we had. We drowned with the

lifeless hearts we now had.

VIGNETTES
These are some of the amazing entries to our competition that

we just couldn't leave out! Here is another vignette that someone
else made!! Special shoutout to Morrisa !

NEXT PAGE TO SEE OTHER VIGNETTES! 8



 

 

In the distance of my long, bright field of green grass, I see my horse
that I used to groom trotting around enjoying every moment in their
life after racing. They trot, they canter and they gallop whilst their

knotted, teased and harmed manes flow majestically through the wind.
I can imagine being a horse and being one of the most angelic animals
there are but going through so much trauma being whipped and forced

to do so much. The sound of their steel horse shoes on the concrete
ground is satisfying but worn down, the rhythm of the trotting

sounding like rusted thunder in the serenity of the bush. I could fall
asleep to those sounds and probably have the most peaceful sleep ever.
Rolling in mud, flying through wind and trotting beautifully through

concrete sounds like a dream to me. How could it get any better?
That’s what I ask myself everyday. I know how, riding not racing. It's
the feeling of flying through the wind like you couldn't be any more

powerful. Cantering freely through the grass riding bareback and
putting my arms out to the side to enjoy the breeze. That's the feeling I

dream of everyday.

 

VIGNETTES
These are some of the amazing entries to our competition that

we just couldn't leave out! Here is another vignette that someone
else made!! Special shoutout to Danielle for this one!
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The fish’s lips pursed as it swam around the tank. Swimming in circles

and circles and circles, never stopping for a break. Its eyes, a deep,
dark black that could reflect its entire emotions. As it kept swimming

in circles, its slightly smaller fin swept away the water behind it,
allowing for maximum speed and potential, as what else could a fish do

with its life. It’s slightly gold exterior shimmered whenever the
fluorescent light would shine upon it. Each day the fish would look

around, beyond its tank, watching those other fish in those other tanks,
but those other fish weren’t alone. BANG! The glass echoed throughout

the tank. Each day those big, scary, humans would tap on the tanks,
aggravating the fish until their slow descent into madness. Those

humans ran around the store, pointing at which one they wanted. Some
point to the colourful and captivating ones, others to the big and strong

ones. The lonely fish in the empty tank with the slightly smaller fin
never got pointed to. But there was peacefulness in the silence. At least
the fish didn’t pass through those mysterious doors, into the light, in a

plastic bag, by those same big, scary, humans. 

VIGNETTES
These are some of the amazing entries to our competition

that we just couldn't leave out! Here is another vignette
that someone else made!! Special shoutout to Grace for

this one!
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...they need our help
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Infographic
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We have made a variety of creative decisions to achieve the purpose of the advertisement to convey
man’s relationship with animals.

 
One one hand, the visual technique that is revealed in this advertisement is the colour symbolism
of the background of the black cloud which is behind the quote “endangered animal means now”.

Another visual technique can be how the words use a symbolism of capitalization to draw the
audience's attention onto what this advertisement is mainly referring to. On the other hand, the

language technique that is represented in this advertisement is how the quote “Endangered means
now” conveys to the audience how this is a symbolism of emotive language that created a type of

emotion to the audience. Another language technique that justifies the meaning of this
advertisement is how the quote “Stop for a moment and help change the world” symbolises the

message of this advertisement is conveying personification since this quote is justifying a human
characteristic which shows such emotion and activity to mankind. 

 
The use of the colour black brings a sense of death and destruction. It also symbolises the

permanent loss that death brings and how it is irreversible and the loss of animals can harm us in a
way that we may not necessarily expect. It challenges the audience to consider the negative impacts

man has on animals and encourages them to change before it is too late. In addition, the
capitalisation of “ENDANGERED MEANS NOW” symbolises the urgency that we should have when
considering the actions that we take towards animals and how we should change the way we think

and act towards animals. It is a call to action. The emotive language used in “ENDANGERED
MEANS NOW” depicts the urgency that we should have when considering animals and urges the
reader to consider the feelings of animals and how they are impacted by our wrong choices. The

symbolism of “Stop for a moment and help change the world” symbolises the change that we have
the ability to make, positive and negative. It shows how we have the ability to better the lives of

animals, but also to negatively impact them. It urges the reader to take action against the
wrongdoings done to animals and to make their actions better the lives of animals.

 
All these language and visual techniques that we have shown from the advertisement, have the

most impact on how the meaning and message of this advertisement is conveyed to its target
audience on what a man's relationship is with an animal. 

 

REFLECTIVE
PARAGRAPH
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Question 1: Has ‘Blackfish’ changed the perspective of the audience's view of
Sea World?
ANSWER 1: Yes, because the following year in 2014, our company announced
a 84% fall in income and saw its share price drop by 33%. When the
documentary was released it had a negative impact on our company, which hurt
the conservation of our animals and the research we are trying to discover
about these amazing sea creatures. 

 

Q&A W/ The SeaWorld
Representatives 

 We had a chance to speak to the SeaWorld representatives about the
documentary 'Blackfish', which details the abuse they committed towards

animals, and orcas specifically

Question 2: Are you still torturing these
animals by holding them in captivity for

years?
ANSWER 2: That is a very negative question

to ask us as the company revolves around
helping these animals that we rescue. The

incident was a one-off mistake surrounding
the trainer, and not our captivity spaces.

 
 Question 3: Do you agree that the animals go insane because of the

treatment that they are receiving from you? 
ANSWER 3: Definitely not, as we’ve previously stated, our company prides
itself on our care and conservation of animals, and we will never cause them

to suffer mentally and physically from our care. Our captivity spaces
emulate what it is like to be in the ocean, so by your logic, they would go

insane in the oceans as well since they are both similar habitats. 
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Question 4: Do you agree with the way ‘Blackfish’ has portrayed Seaworld?
ANSWER 4: No, ‘Blackfish’ paints SeaWorld inaccurately because it chooses to
ignore the millions of safe, happy, and healthy interactions that we have with the
animals that we table care of daily, in favour to focus on the one single interaction
that has ended badly.

Question 5: What are you doing to help these animals now after all the
tormenting you did to them? 
ANSWER 5: Firstly we have never tormented these animals at all and secondly,
we have state of the art facilities to hold, care for, and interact with these animals
safely. As time has progressed, our facilities have only improved from past years.

 

Q&A W/ The SeaWorld
Representatives 

CONTINUED

Question 6: What is your opinion on the
death of Dawn Brancheau? 

ANSWER 6: We are deeply saddened and
send our best wishes to her family. She was
the most active trainer in our company, and
she loved what she accomplished with her
relationship between Tilikum and herself

which is a bond that can never be replaced,
but the thing is it was all a huge shock for

all of us to witness such a tragedy, but it was
a simple mistake because of Dawn’s actions

that resulted in the tragedy. 
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Take part in this
movement and
help save these

animals. They
don't deserve

what they are
getting

WILDLIFE
WARRIORS

Check out WWF on instagram -
@wwf_australia and the Greenpeace
Australia Pacific charity company 

Wildlife warriors  1st copy 2022 
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